Analysis of facial displays and verbal report to assess subjective state in the non-invasive detection of limbic system activation by procaine hydrochloride.
The problem of scalp EEG as a measure of cortical or subcortical activity is particularly relevant to complex partial seizures as the abnormal discharging is frequently limbic in origin [14, 30]. Livingston [38] has suggested that administration of intravenous procaine as a limbic activator and cortical suppressor would be of utility in diagnosing limbic involvement in complex partial seizures. While there is considerable evidence derived from experimental animal models that procaine hydrochloride is a limbic system activator that acts preferentially on subcortical epileptic foci at lower doses than on less active epileptic foci or non-epileptic tissue [2, 4], it was necessary to demonstrate that procaine activates the human limbic system. The non-invasive approach taken in the present study was to compare the published effects of direct electrical stimulation of the human limbic system [31] to the behavioural and subjects effects of intravenous procaine administration. The areas in which we obtained the most robust procaine effects (hallucinations, emotions and alimentary sensations) were also Halgren et al.'s [31] most repeatable effects. The correspondence between electrical stimulation effects and procaine administration effects was striking - with verbal report by patients matching exactly in many instances. Furthermore, analysis of facial displays proved useful in providing access to subjects state fluctuations which would otherwise have gone undetected. The data provide strong evidence that procaine hydrochloride can be used as a human limbic system activator. Future research will investigate the clinical and diagnostic significance of differential response to procaine.